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ABSTRACT 
Fabrication of very porous scaffold for regeneration of highly metabolic organs is 
reported. Polycaprolactone (PCL) powder was mixed with fine salt grains as filler and 
SLS processed to develop a model including fine flow channel network. The fabricated 
model was rinsed with water to dissolve the salt, and high porosity of 90% was 
successfully obtained. Additionally, residual powder in the channels was effectively 
removed by solution of the filler. Through micro-CT observation, it was confirmed that 
channels of which diameter was smaller than 1mm were successfully fabricated and 
repeating branching and merging. Result of culture test is also reported. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many diseases and accidents can damage organs and/or tissues irreparably. In these 
cases, artificial organs or whole organ transplantation is the therapy of choice. Many 
artificial organs such as contact lens and pace makers are quite successful, but their 
successes are quite limited by low biocompatibility and their limited function(s). 
Reducing immune rejection problem recent developments in pharmacology have 
enabled organ transplantation from others. However, finding an exact donor is still very 
difficult. Contrarily, regenerative medicine can avoid these problems since it uses 
patients’ own stem cells. There are a lot of clinical successes for regeneration of two 
dimensional tissues such as 
skins. And now many research 
are concentrated on 
regeneration of three 
dimensional tissues or organs, 
we need three dimensional 
scaffolds.
Basically, tissue or organ 
regeneration technology is 
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Fig. 1 Three Elements of Regenerative Medicine 
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composed of three elements of cell, scaffold and culturing factor. Among these elements, 
a scaffold is employed to define geometry of tissues or organs to be regenerated, as its 
primitive role, by guiding the position of cultured cells. For this role, scaffold is required 
to be highly pore and biodegradable for the most cases. To fabricate such scaffolds, 
several methods including solvent casting and particulate leaching [1], gas foaming [2], 
fiber bonding [3], phase separation [4], melt molding [5], emulsion freeze drying [6], 
solution casting and freeze drying [7] were reported. In these literatures, discussion is 
focused on fabrication of porous biomaterial but giving them three-dimensional 
geometry. For that purpose, application of solid freeform fabrication technologies is 
quite advantageous, and many efforts have been focused on research to develop 
three-dimensional scaffolds as reviewed in literature [8]. Moreover, SFF technologies 
have potential of controlling pore size, pore geometry, pore interconnectivity and spatial 
distribution of pores. With respect to advantage of using SFF technology in scaffold 
fabrication, several authors have reviewed in literature [8][13]. Taking advantages of 
SFF, several successes in bone regeneration of animals have been reported? [14] [15] 
showing that the same remedy becomes technically possible to human in the near 
future. There are a few tissues or organs of which cells can survive and proliferate 
without mass transportation of nutrition and oxygen by capillary vessels located very 
close to the cells themselves, and bone and skin are some of such rare cases. Contrarily, 
in the most cases of internal tissue or organs, cells must be located in the range of 3mm, 
at the most, from supporting vessels, or their necrosis will occurs. Among these organs, 
the liver is currently a suitable target due to its characteristic function and structure. 
Although the liver has a very complex and highly organized structure, the first step in 
the engineering is limited to two main stages: obtaining a large number of progenitor 
liver cells, and arranging them in a three-dimensional scaffold such that the 
unit-volume-based functions are enhanced to levels nearly comparable to those in vivo. 
This situation is likely to be better than other organs such as the lung or the kidney. For 
examples, in the case of lung tissue engineering mechanical flexibility should be 
possessed in addition to biological functions, and in the case of kidney tissue 
engineering, different roles should be played in the more complicated hierarchical 
structure. 
With respect to liver regeneration, approach of Vacanti’s group is very famous [16], [17]. 
They are trying to complete regeneration of liver with the same dimension of human 
liver including capillary vessels of which diameter is around 10?m at the minimum. 
However, currently, no three-dimensional fabrication methods that can generate such a 
large dimension of object with such a precise resolution have been established. As for 
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resolution, only, we can find several methods such as IC fabrication technique, but 
unfortunately, all of them are two dimensional. Hence, there are several approaches in 
which two-dimensional sheets including very fine channel network is fabricated and 
laminated manually afterward [18][20]. However, at this moment, these approaches 
take too much manual assembly cost to stack the sheets, of which thickness is almost 
the same as resolution in its planar directions, up to final liver’s height. The authors of 
this paper take another approach. In their approach, scaffold is fabricated by 
commercially available SFF system or its slightly modified version. In each scaffold, 
flow channels are constructed, but their precision is not as much as natural liver’s 
because of insufficient parts building resolution of the SFF systems. To the cell away 
from the channels, oxygen is supplied through diffusion in the culture medium. 
According to Sakai’s estimation, the maximum rage from a flow channel in which liver 
cell can be provided with oxygen through diffusion is less than 200?m if the scaffold is 
filled with cells at the same density as human liver of 2.5x108 cells/cm3 [21]. Since the 
distance between two channels can be roughly calculated as the double of the maximum 
distance from a cell to a channel, distance between neighboring channels must be 
smaller than 400?m. To reserve room for cell culture, we should put some restriction on 
the diameter of flow channel and provide good flow channel design. Otherwise, scaffold 
would be filled with flow channel but cells when cell culture would be successfully 
performed. Thus, diameter of channel should be 100?m. For currently available SFF 
systems, constructing channels with this thinness is still very difficult. However, while 
cell density is lower than the value mentioned above, required scale of flow channel 
increases in inverse proportion of the density. Until the pores are completely filled with 
cell, we can expect flow of culture medium through the pores. Furthermore, we might 
reconstruct such microstructure with help of high angiogenesis ability of liver cell or 
liver stem cells [22]. Accordingly, cell culture is performed in-vitro with solid freeform 
fabricated scaffold, of which precision is not sufficient for complete regeneration, up to a 
certain intermediate cell density, and following in-vivo culture will reconstruct 
microstructure with help of angiogenesis ability of liver cells in the approach of the 
authors. Following this approach, Sakai, a co-author of this paper, developed such a 
scaffold by manually stacking highly porous plates that are made of biodegradable 
plastic and pierced by drilling [21]. This literature reported experimental results that 
support requirement for fine flow channels. 
 Up to now, various scaffolds have been fabricated with a variety of SFF techniques. 
Among them, fabrication utilizing extrusion of liquid or liquidified material and 
solidification such as FDM is quite reasonable because of its high resolution and ability 
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in controlling pore size and density [23][26]. In addition, it is possible to seed into the 
material in some systems which do not utilize heat to liquidify their material. Since 
filling rate, subtraction of porosity from 100%, and pore size are dominated by rate of 
raster gap against raster interval and raster gap, respectively, requirement for high 
porosity and small pore size leads to requirement for very fine raster interval and fine 
extrusion nozzle. For example, to obtain pore size and porosity of 100?m and 90%, 
which are required in this research, we have to extrude very fine filament of 10?m. This 
might be possible, but reliability in building large scaffold seems relatively low. 
 In terms of part building resolution, SLA is the highest among all the SFF fabrication 
methods, and several applications on scaffold fabrication have been reported [27], [28]. 
However, it is reported that removing highly viscous uncured resin from all the pores 
and flow channels of large scale scaffold is quite difficult. 
Kim et al. fabricated a scaffold that included interconnected longitudinal and radial 
cannels with a 3DP system [29]. In this fabrication process, leachable salts and solvents 
were used to give very high porosity to their scaffold. However, use of solvent should be 
avoided because of toxicity of residual. 
SLS technique has also been utilized in fabrication of scaffolds [14][30]-[31]. It seems 
possible that high porosity around 90% can be obtained by SLS process incorporated 
with porogen like 3DP [29] without using toxic solvent. However, fabrication of scaffold 
with high porosity around 90% has not been reported. 
 This paper describes application of laser sintering technology on fabrication of 
scaffolds including very thin flow channel network. In order to obtain high porosity, 
sodium chloride is used as porogen. Obtained scaffold is observed by a micro X-ray CT 
system. Amount of residual porogen is estimated. Culture test of liver cells is also 
performed. 
FABRICATION METHOD OF HIGHLY PORE BODY BY SLS PROCESS 
 Fig. 2 represents the design of the scaffold based on the fundamental concept described 
above. Fig. 2a depicts upper half of the flow channel network that is included in the 
scaffold. The flow channel network is composed of accumulated flow channel running 
along slant edges of a tetrahedron. Such tetrahedrons are accumulated in 6 layers to 
organize a flow cannel network. This network is placed in a spindle shape and very 
porous sponge created by selective laser sintering process and following post process 
described below.  
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 It is difficult or almost impossible to create completely dense object by powder based 
solid freeform fabrication systems. This difficulty or impossibility imposes limitation on 
freedom of selecting material without degrading physical strength of created parts or 
object in industrial applications. This 
disadvantage seems to become advantage in 
fabrication of porous scaffold, but still 
unfortunately, required porosity, that is 
around 90% in regeneration of liver, is not 
obtained since porosity of original powder or 
so-called “cake” is lower than 70% and 
lowered after being sintered. To obtain such 
a high porosity, plastic powder is blended 
with water-soluble salt and SLS processed, 
and the salt is leached afterward. In addition 
to porosity improvement, use of the salt 
brings other advantages. For the first, the 
salt plays an important role in reduction of 
curl of a part since the melt temperature of 
salt is much higher than those of the most 
plastics. Accordingly, we can expose stronger 
laser power to improve strength of the very 
porous scaffold. For the second advantage, 
 (a) (b) 
Fig. 2 Schematic views of scaffold. (a) Basic 3D structure of the upper half of flow 
channel network. (b) Schematic partially cross-sectional view of the scaffold. 
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Fig. 3 ? Removal of not sintered 
powder from flow channel 
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disappearance of the salt improves removability of not sintered powder. It is easy to 
imagine that removing not sintered powder from very complicated and thin flow 
channel as shown in Fig. 2, is very difficult or impossible. However, leaching process 
dissolves the salt that occupying most volume of the total powder and removes the not 
sintered powder as shown in Fig. 3. 
EXPERIMENTS 
Materials 
Polycaprolactone (PCL) was used as biodegradable material of the scaffold. This PCL is 
provided by Japanese company, Daicel Chemical Industry Ltd., under trade name of 
“Praccel H5.” This plastic’s molecular weight, melting temperature, degradation 
temperature and density are 50,000, 60°C, 230°C and 1.14g/cm3, respectively. By 
making emulsion of PCL in PEG, the plastic was formed into spheres with diameter of 
50?m on average. As porogen or filler, sodium chloride that is sieved into the range 
between 100?m and 150?m are blended with PCL at a rate of 4:1 in weight. 
Apparatus and Process Parameters 
Fig. 4 depicts fabrication process of highly porous body. Laser sintering was performed 
by CO2 laser focused on the powder surface into spot diameter of 500?m. Temperature of 
the powder surface was controlled at 50°C. Preliminary tests for building a thin straight 
and vertical hole were performed to find adequate laser power, scan pitch and scan 
speed. As a result, 7.8W, 0.10mm and 3433mm/s were selected for laser power, scan 
pitch and scan speed, respectively, since these parameters brought the minimum 
diameter of 0.5mm for a straight and vertical hole with a length of 3mm. SLS processed 
object was roughly rinsed and put under flowing water for two hours. After this, 
?? ?????? ?????? ?? ????????? ????????
?? ?????????? ????? ???
?????? ????????
?? ???
 Fig. 4 Process For Fabricate Porous Object  Fig. 5? Photo for Scaffold 
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ultrasonic cleaning was performed and rinsed again with flowing water for 10hours to 
remove the salt and not sintered plastic powder. 
RESULTS 
Fig. 5 is photo for developed scaffold. That was 46mm and 30mm in length and 
diameter at the middle, respectively. Its volume and weight are 13cm3 and 1.7g, 
respectively, and porosity was calculated as 89%. In the scaffold, flow channel network 
is composed by accumulating tetrahedrons, each of which has 4-mm-long edges. Since 
the spot size of employed laser is not small enough to develop desired diameter of flow 
channel, magnified design was used. Thicknesses of the flow channels were designed to 
be 1.0mm and 2.0mm at the edge and the junction, respectively, while desirable 
thickness of flow channel is 100?m.
X-ray CT observation was performed using SMX-225CT fabricated by SHIMADZU 
Corporation. Fig. 6 and 7 show X-ray image and CT reconstructions, respectively. To 
obtain the original X-ray image with high contrast the scaffold is soaked with iohexol 
300mg/m? (Omnipaque300: Daiichi Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.). In the reconstructed 
cross sectional pictures, no stuffing channel was found to verify if powder was 
successfully removed from the complicated flow channel network. Diameter at the edge 
and junction is 0.9mm and 1.7mm on average, respectively. 
To confirm complete removal of sodium chloride, a scaffold before rinse is soaked in 
200cm3 of water and concentration of sodium chloride was measured every two hours. 
The water is refreshed after every measurement, and the concentration lowered as 
shown Tbl. I. After 8 hours, the Concentration reached 5.1x10-5mol/? where that for 
physiological salt solution is 1.54mol/??. These results indicate that approximately 10 
 Fig. 6 X-ray photo for a scaffold Fig.7? CT reconstructed cross section 
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hours rinse with water can reduce the salt enough for cell culture. 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the scaffold, several perfusion culture tests were 
performed. In the tests, human hepatoma Hep G2 cells were used as seed. Tbl. II 
compares cell growth after culture for various scaffolds. Flow channel equipped and SLS 
processed scaffold showed much better performance than that without flow channels. 
Between SLS processed scaffold and drilled scaffold, small but significant difference 
was observed. On day 11, 6.3?g/million cells/day of albumin production rate was 
obtained. This value was more than 6 times of previously tested drilled scaffold and 
reached 20% of human liver performance. Final cell density in case of SLS scaffold with 
flow channel, of 7.6x106/cm3, is equivalent to 3% of human liver. 
DISCUSSION 
 In this research, SLS fabrication of a scaffold with a fine flow channel network is tried. 
Precision of the obtained network represented by channel diameter of 1mm is 
insufficient to culture the cells to the same density as human liver, but it is reaching the 
highest standard of commercially available SLS machine. Literature [32] reported that 
resolution of SLS can be improved by using precisely focused laser and fine powder. This 
strongly supports the possibility of improving precision of scaffold. Above all, it is 
remarkable that such complicated geometry of the flow channel is created and not 
sintered powder is removed from the channel completely; there is a report of narrower 
straight holes [33] but bending or zigzag ones as fabricated in this research. In this 
research, advantage of using water-soluble filler in fabrication of scaffolds for highly 
metabolic organ regeneration is clearly indicated, but effect of varying parameters 
relating to the filler such as grain size and blend rate is still unclear. Optimization of 
these parameters should be performed taking care of perfusion tests in the near future. 
Tbl. I Variation of Salt Concentration 
Rinse Time [hours] 2 4 6 8
Salt Concentrati [mol/?] 5.5x10-1 6.6x10-4 1.1x10-4 5.1x10-5
Tbl. II Cell Growth for Various Scaffolds. Perfusion culture was performed for 11days 
and 14days using SLS processed scaffolds and drilled one, respectively. 
First Day Day 11/14
SLS with channel 53.0 99.4 1.9 ???
SLS without channe 58.0 53.5 0.9 ???
Drilled channel 6.0 9.6 1.6 ???
Cell Growth
[times]
Number of Cells [million Cell
Density
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CONCLUSIONS 
 SLS fabrication of porous PCL scaffold was tested. To obtain very high porosity, 
granule of sodium chloride was blended to the plastic powder. A scaffold including flow 
channel network is designed and successfully fabricated without curl. Not sintered 
powder in the flow channels were completely removed owing to dissolution of the 
porogen. High porosity of 89% was obtained. X-ray CT observation confirmed that no 
channel was stuffed and diameter of the channel was as small as being designed. The 
porogen was removed perfectly for following cell culture. Perfusion culture tests were 
performed and good cell growth and albumin production were observed. These results 
support good possibility of using SLS technique with water-leachable filler in 
fabrication of scaffold for highly metabolic organs. Thick flow channels in this report 
were not desirable, but the thickness seems able to be reduced by using thinner laser 
beam.
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